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English Grammar MCQs Set-11 |
Test Your Aptitude with These

Challenging Questions and Answers

Are you looking to hone your English grammar skills and boost your aptitude?
Look no further! In this English Grammar MCQs Set-11, we present a series of
thought-provoking 50 multiple-choice questions (MCQs) from FPSC Past Papers
Section-A English Grammar. So, These MCQs are designed to challenge your
understanding of grammar rules.

FPSC English Grammar MCQs Quiz Set-11
Here, you will find English Grammar MCQs which are important for all
Competitive Exams of Pakistan. Such as CSS, PMS, FPSC, PPSC, KPPSC, SPSC,
NTS, PTS, OTS and UTS Testing agencies etc. These English MCQs are made
while keeping the trend of testing agencies. English Mcqs for Preparation of
Fpsc, Nts, Kppsc, Ppsc, and other tests. Here, you can also take Online quizzes
in English MCQs. With the correct answer for each MCQ, you’ll not only test
your skills but also enhance your knowledge. Let’s dive into the questions:

CLICK on the Options to get RIGHT✓ or WRONG❌ Answers on the spot.

1. Despite _______ hard, they couldn’t win the match.
D. trying
A. tried
B. try
C. to try
2. The dog wagged its tail and looked _______ at the treat.
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B. eagerly
A. eagerness
C. eager
D. eagery
3. The novel, _______ is a classic, has been read by millions of people.
A. which
B. what
C. that
D. who
4. The weather was so nice that we _______ a picnic in the park.
C. decided
A. deciding
B. decides
D. decide
5. He had no choice but _______ the truth.
D. to tell
A. tell
B. telling
C. told
6. He _______her husband for 35 minutes.
B. has been beating
A. is beating
C. has been beaten
D. beats
7. The English _______  English.
A. speak
B. spoke
C. spoken
D. is spoken
8. The snow comes _______  the clouds.
C. from
A. in
B. near
D. under
9. The ship _______ Robinson arrived on the Island.
B. having been broken
A. had been broken
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C. having broken
D. has broken
10. The stars in the sky _______counted.
C. cannot be
A. can
B. can be
D. must
11. The truck was parked _______ the garage.
B. in
A. on
C. at
D. under
12. I have lived here _______ five years.
A. for
B. since
C. from
D. during
13. She was reading a book _______ the library.
A. in
B. on
C. at
D. with
14. He is not interested _______ playing cricket.
B. in
A. on
C. at
D. with
15. The movie was really good, _______ I expected.
A. as
B. than
C. then
D. but
16. The team’s performance _______ improved since they hired a new coach.
C. has
A. have
B. was
D. were
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17. The company is known for _______ excellent customer service.
B. its
A. it’s
C. there
D. they’re
18. She wishes she _______ more time to study for the exam.
B. had
A. has
C. have
D. will have
19. The teacher’s instructions were _______ to understand.
A. easy
B. easily
C. easiness
D. easyly

Visit NOW: ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION For CSS, PMS and All
Other Exams

20. The house, _______ was built in the 18th century, is now a museum.
C. which
A. that
B. who
D. what
21. Our country is spiritual country, theirs _______ religious.
A. is
B. are
C. also
D. have
22. Our sir teaches Mathematics _______ English.
B. besides
A. across
C. beside
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D. both
23. Please, come _______ the bathroom.
A. out of
B. over
C. on
D. in
24. Please, don’t laugh _______ those beggars.
C. at
A. for
B. against
D. from
25. Please, stop _______so many mistakes.
C. making
A. to make
B. make
D. makes
26. She has a strong . . . . . . becoming a successful entrepreneur.
B. aspiration to
A. aspire for
C. aspiring of
D. aspire from
27. The politician’s public speech was met with overwhelming . . . . . . .
A. assent to
B. assent from
C. assent for
D. assent on
28. She is always . . . . . . . people who uplift and inspire her.
C. associating with
A. associated from
B. associates for
D. associate to
29. He felt deeply . . . . . . . his actions and promised to make amends.
D. ashamed of
A. ashamed at
B. ashamed to
C. ashamed for
30. The magician’s performance left the audience . . . . . . . his incredible tricks.
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A. astonished at
B. astonished with
C. astonished on
D. astonished by
31. The company’s representative . . . . . . . the quality of their products.
C. assured of
A. assured for
B. assure with
D. assure from
32. She is dedicated to . . . . . . . her mistakes and making things right.
D. atoning for
A. atone from
B. atone on
C. atones with
33. He is . . . . . . . his smartphone all the time, even during meals.
A. attached to
B. attached with
C. attached for
D. attached from
34. The manager’s decision was met with disagreement, but he remained . . . . . . .
his stance.
B. steadfast
A. steady
C. steadiness
D. steadying
35. She felt the need to . . . . . . . more information before making a decision.
C. ask for
A. ask to
B. asking with
D. asked from
36. For good health, she __________ bed earlier.
A. should go to
B. should go
C. should goes
D. should goes to
37. If you have time, you _______ the nature museum.
A. should visited
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B. should visit
C. have to visit
D. would visit
38. It is our problem, not __________.
A. theirs
B. their
C. there
D. there‘s
39. The number of guests at the party ____ amazing.
A. was
B. were
C. had
D. have had
40. __________ 600 and 800 B.C, Olympics were held in Athens, Greece.
A. During
B. Until
C. Unless
D. Between
41. She __________ the driving test to get a license.
A. has to pass
B. should has passed
C. should pass
D. have to pass
42. As there were no buses, she __________ home last night.
A. has to walk
B. has to walked
C. had to walk
D. had to walked
43. __________ these books belong to?
A. Who do
B. Who does
C. Whom do
D. Whom does
44. If Ashraf ______ earlier, he would always be on time.
A. got up
B. get up
C. had get up
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D. had got up
45. Asmah ______ a book yesterday.
A. had read
B. readed
C. red
D. read
46. She was so deeply __________ her book that she didn’t notice the time passing
by.
A. absorbed in
B. absorbed with
C. absorbed by
D. absorbed at
47. He is completely __________ the idea of working on weekends.
A. averse to
B. averse of
C. averse at
D. averse with
48. The ship is currently sailing and is __________ New York.
A. bounded for
B. bound for
C. binding for
D. binds for
49. The market is nearer to them than __________.
C. us
B. our self
D. ourselves.
DA. we
50. She doesn’t want to __________ with more responsibilities on her already busy
schedule.
A. make
B. taking
C. burden
D. bring

Can you complete this sequence: Complete the Series: 3, 6, 15, _____,
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123, 366?

Now that you’ve tackled these challenging English grammar questions, take a
moment to review your answers and the provided explanations. This MCQ set has
tested your knowledge of prepositions, tenses, and more. Keep practising to
enhance your aptitude and master the nuances of the English language.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR MCQs

English Grammar MCQs

Here, you will find English Grammar MCQs which are important for all
Competitive Exams of Pakistan. Such as CSS, PMS, FPSC, PPSC, KPPSC, SPSC,
NTS, PTS, OTS and UTS Testing agency etc. These English MCQs are made while
keeping the trend of testing agencies. These English Mcqs are very helpful for the
Preparation of Fpsc, Nts, Kppsc, Ppsc, and other tests. Here, you can also take
Online quiz in English MCQs.

However, Our Main focus is on the MCQs of CSS, PMS and Other Competitive
Exams. Furthermore, you can also contribute and Submit MCQs of the recent
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exam you took.
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